
STATEMENT OF DEAN GINDLESPERGER REGARDING END OF ETHICS PROBE 
 

For over 18 months I have unjustly and unnecessarily been under the cloud of an Ethics 
investigation. Today that cloud is lifted. The Ethics Commission investigation has been resolved. 
The Stipulation of Findings that accompany that resolution show exactly what I said they would 
show – that everything we did for the Arena was done with the taxpayers’ best interest in mind and 
saved hundreds of thousands of dollars. The Findings expressly acknowledge one core point: the 
Authority was in financial distress when I took over as Chairman and the Authority was financially 
sound when I resigned August 14, 2018. In fact, the only thing that cost the taxpayers money was 
the investigation itself. 
 
The allegations against me focused on three things: contract renewals with SMG, a lease for 
warehouse space, and the purchase of a new scoreboard for the Arena. 
 
As to the SMG contracts, the Findings indicate that two separate contracts negotiated with SMG 
saved the taxpayers over $300,000. There was no wrongdoing, period. 
 
As to the warehouse lease, first, the emergency situation involving salvage of the glycol for the 
Arena’s ice surface that was the initial reason for the lease, saved the taxpayers between $80,000 
and $90,000. Second, the Findings acknowledge that the $600 per month charge for the warehouse 
space was significantly less than the other quote obtained by the Arena’s General Manager, again 
saving the taxpayers money.  In fact, today, the arena pays $1000 per month for half the space I 
provided; per square foot, that’s nearly four times the rate I charged. 
 
I had asked the Solicitor what to do regarding the warehouse and was never advised the contract 
might be void. In fact, without objection from the solicitor, the Authority members expressed 
support for continued use of our warehouse because of the cost savings. We were saving the 
taxpayers money, which we believed was the correct thing to do at the time, given the legal advice 
we received. 
 
Nonetheless, because I now understand that the agreement to warehouse was in violation of the 
rules, I have agreed to forfeit any funds my business received for the warehousing. Had I been 
advised of the impropriety of this lease, I never would have entered it or continued it. Unfortunately, 
as the Findings acknowledge, the members of the War Memorial Authority were never provided 
any training related to the Ethics Act from the Cambria County Commissioners.  
 
Regarding the scoreboard, with installation, the scoreboard purchased was the lowest price of the 
scoreboards quoted for the Arena. The scoreboard purchased also has video capabilities, affording 
the arena the ability to charge for advertising, which provides between $30,000 and $50,000 of 
revenue annually for the Arena/taxpayers. SMG, the Tomahawks and patrons of the arena have 
all raved about the scoreboard. 
 
I received no money related to the scoreboard. I did not know my adult son was affiliated with the 
company that sold the scoreboard. In the resolution with the Ethics Commission, I refused to admit 
any wrongdoing or pay any fine related to the scoreboard. Again, I did nothing wrong. 
 
I am confident that anyone who reads the full Findings will conclude that, at all times, I acted in 
the best interest of the Arena and the citizens of Cambria County, of whom I am proud to be one.  


